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The Artist Chaz Guest has exhibited in prestigious galleries throughout Europe, Asia in the United States; galleries include Lumina gallery Belenky Gallery in Soho, NY and Sandi Webster Gallery in Philadelphia. In 1998
Guest exhibited at the Playboy mansion in Beverly Hills, CA. (1998 Best Bet Los Angeles Times), Heritage
Gallery and Alitash Kebede Fine Art In 2000. Guest was commissioned to paint the European championships
in France which lead to a commissioned mural-size painting for the 2000 Olympic Games (women’s gymnastics). Guest work can be seen in Robert Deniro’s film “The Score”, 2001. Char was featured in a Sony computer
commercial. This year Muriel K. Boris Gallery in West Hollywood, CA will be the first to exhibit a collection
of Guest action paintings created onstage with renowned saxophonist, and former Miles Davis side-man Kenny
Garrett and other performers traveling through Asia and Europe.
Roland S. Jefferson releases the new novel White Coat Fever in May 2009. The highly anticipated saga of a
1960’s black America at a pivotal time in history when Motown, jazz and the civil rights movement defined
an entire generation …and four young people are plunged into the center of a raging conflict between political
idealism and the relentless preoccupation about color, class and romantic entitlement.......
Royce Jefferson’s debut novel, “Gray Collar Crimes,” is a contemporary crime thriller set in the world of identity theft, bank fraud and high finance money laundering. But not pulled off by the already rich and famous, but
by a seemingly nondescript very bright and clever young Los Angeles mortgage broker. The theme of this novel
is simple---how does an inexperienced mortgage broker pull off the biggest white collar crime in the history of
American finance and walk away? The answer is really quite simple….by accident! www.GrayCollarCrimes.
com
Gray Collar Crimes, Hardcover ISBN 978-1-60743-955-4
Gray Collar Crimes, Paperback ISBN 978-1-60743-618-8
www.RoyceJefferson.com
View Book Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/v/heLJWbdDtQY&hl=en&fs=1
http://www.free-press-release.com/news/200904/1239734243.html

